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The knowledges of the Divine Will contain the science
of forming Its Life and the people of Its Kingdom.

But what a happy loss! Oh please adorable Fiat, make everyone lose the way also,
so that they do not know any other way than that which leads into your Divine Will.”
But how can creatures know such a good?
While I was thinking this, my sweet Jesus, making himself heard in my interior, said to me:
“My daughter,
the knowledges of my Divine Volition are ways that can conduct creatures
-into the arms of Light of my Divine Fiat. The knowledges are seeds.
And this seed makes the beginning of the Life of my Divine Will be born in the creature.
Each one of the knowledges will be like so many sips of Life that will form the maturity of this
Divine Life in the creature.
For this reason, I have told you many things about my Divine Fiat.
Each knowledge will bring something that will mature the Life of my Volition in souls.
-One will bring the seed, -one the birth, -one the food,
-one the breath, -one the air,-one the light and -another the heat.
Each knowledge contains one level higher of maturity.
Consequently, the more they will look to know what I have manifested about my Divine Fiat,
the more they will feel matured.
The knowledges about my Divine Fiat
-will mold souls, and will extinguish the evils of the human will with their touch.
These knowledges will do like a merciful Mother, who at whatever cost, wants to heal her child and
see it healthy and beautiful.
If you knew what one knowledge of my Divine Will means! These knowledges contain the science
to form the Life of my Divine Will, to form the people of Its Kingdom.
See, even in the natural world it happens like this.
Whoever wants to be a teacher must know that which regards the sciences.
If he does not want to apply himself to know the sciences, he will never be mature to be a teacher.
And, according to the level of the sciences that he studied,
-will he more or less possess the levels of instruction:
If little science, he could have the maturity to be an elementary teacher.
If he studied much science, he could have the maturity to be a professor of a superior school.
So, according to what is known - as much as in the arts as in the sciences, so much more
-are they mature in that good that they know, and
-are capable to make the good, the science, and the art that they possess mature in the others.
Now, by having told you so many knowledges about my Divine Will,
-it was not to give you a beautiful news, no, no.
-It was to form the science of It first in you, and then in the midst of creatures.
So that with this science that is divine and all of Heaven is being known by it,
It can mature the Life of my Divine Fiat and form Its Kingdom.”
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